2002 honda accord instrument panel lights

You can reset the dashboard warning lights on your Honda yourself, saving money and time.
Various warning lights can can illuminate on your instrument panel, alerting you to maintenance
and repair needs. The on-board diagnostics computer receives trouble codes from sensors
positioned throughout the vehicle. The procedures for resetting the lights vary depending on
what year and model the Honda is. Find the slot for the internal reset button on the driver's-side
part of the dashboard to the left of the "maintenance required" light. Put the ignition key into
that slot to press the internal reset button and then remove. Observe the instrument panel to
make sure the warning light or lights have shut off. Turn the ignition key to the "on" position
while still depressing the reset button. Hold the button until the light turns off. Turn off the
vehicle and wait 60 seconds. Start the engine and verify that the warning lights have turned off.
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happens in the latest model cars. This warning light does not allow you to climb above a certain
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dimmer switch causing the problem , and if it's light outside, make sure you haven't accidentally
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panel, it's likely backlit by several incandescent bulbs. If one of these burns out, a portion of the
dashboard will be dark, while the rest is light. Getting access to these lights is usually best left
to an expert. If the entire dashboard is dark, chances are a fuse has blown. This is a relatively
easy fix: simply remove the old fuse and replace it with a new one. If it continues to work well,
that's great! If it burns out again, it could signify that there is an electrical problem that a
technician should probably take a look at. Flickering dashboard lights are a problem , but they
usually don't indicate a problem with the dash itself. Rather, it's often caused by a dying car
battery or a failing alternator which charges the battery when your vehicle is running. If your
dash lights have been flickering, it's best to bring it in for an inspection. Four Reasons Why
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Purchase. Matches up perfectly with the rest of the dash. Quick installation thanks to watching
the how to videos on YouTube prior to installing. When removing the clock you want to use a
plastic pry tool and slip it under the front bottom edge of the clock. Be very gentle because the
climate control bezel around the clock will crack if you use too much force. You will only need a
medium size flat head screwdriver to twist the old bulb out and to twist the new bulb into place.
I could never figure out why Honda would make a clock that you could not read in the dark.
Well, duh, the light blew out. It's an easy fix to replace it. Remember to detach the harness

otherwise you may blow a fuse. Instructions are on you tube. I used a paint scraper and a
screwdriver as my two tools. The clock light installation was very easy, wish I had done this
years ago. From reading other reviews and watching installation videos, I did buy a "Interior
Trim Took Kit" to help remove the clock as opposed to using a flat blade screwdriver. One thing
if you check to see if the light is working before you reinstall the clock, make sure you have the
ignition in the "ON" position so at least the dashboard warning lights come on. One person
found this helpful. It depends on how much the light on the clock being out bugs you! If your
like me then it was totally worth the replacement! Quick and easy, and my clock is back. I
watched a youtube video and saw exactly how to replace my lightbulb. At first I went to my local
auto parts store, figuring I'd save a few bucks on the cost of the bulb. But they didn't have it in
stock. This bulb is cheap enough through amazon that I just went ahead and ordered it. My car
is a Honda Accord. Wish I'd known years ago how quick, easy and inexpensive it was to replace
this light. This bulb worked upon installation! Obvious" sanitized version , but I had previously
purchased one from the dealer, and that one didn't work. Since it hadn't worked since I
purchased the car used, I figured that maybe the socket wasn't working on it. Anyway, after
replacing it, let there be light! This fixed the clock back-light on our Honda Accord, which had
been out for years and a Honda shop told us was very difficult to fix requiring the removal of the
dashboard. Not True! There are several instructional videos available on YouTube, and it was
easy to do. Took us less than 5 minutes. Suggestion: use a second person to hold the assembly
after you get it out of the dash, and then you don't even have to remove the 2 wire bundles. Can
do the whole job with a single flat-bladed screwdriver There isn't much to tell about an
incandescent lightbulb for a specific Honda application, however for a long time I believed that
clock in my Honda Accord does not have a backlight -- the original burned out long ago, and I
forgot that it ever worked. It does now, when I have replaced the old bulb with this one. See all
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